
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	
 
Main program includes: 
Round trip airfare from New York, (NYC) airport (most gateways are available upon request). Airline taxes and fuel surcharges are included. (Valid at 
present time) 

• 7 nights in four-star accommodations: 3 nights Palermo; 4 nights Siracusa Hotel taxes and service charges are included. 
• Buffet  breakfast daily, 4 dinners, 2 lunches including mineral water and wine 
• Visit to Oil Mill and Winery 
• Sightseeing and guided tours as indicated on itinerary including: Palermo, Piazza Armerina, Taormina, Siracusa, Ragusa 
• Entrances as per program 
• English speaking local tour manager throughout the tour 
• Deluxe touring coach for all transfers, tours, excursions 
• Headphones on guided tours 
• Baggage handling at hotels, one piece per person 
• All local taxes and service charges. City tax 
 

Other gateways are available at an additional cost. Travel insurance, airline luggage overage fees, passports fees as well as items of a personal 
nature.  This tour includes moderate physical activity.  The itinerary blends some longer days with shorter days and more leisure time.  Walking 
tours, as well as walking slightly longer distances, up stairs or on uneven walking surfaces should be expected. 
	

 
 

9 Days – 7 Nights  

 $3,649 
From NYC 

In DBL occupancy 

Jet Vacations presents: 

SICILY 
Travel Dates: October 16 to 24, 2023  

9 days – 7 nights accommodation, sightseeing, some meals and airfare from NYC 
	

In Sicily, the summer is long and warm weather comes early and leaves late—and the travel experience especially rich: Greeks, Romans, Arabs, along with most 
every European power in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, left their mark on the island’s culture, art and architecture. Sicily’s cuisine may be regional, but no 
one can call it provincial. Enjoy amazing local specialties as invaders came and conquered but brought with them cooking styles that richly enhanced the local 
diet. it’s like eating your way through history where Arabs, Normans, and Spaniards all influenced the culinary treats the island offers. Furthermore, Sicily has 
produced wines for thousands of years, some born from the unique terroir of Etna, found on the hillsides of the active volcano. If those aren’t excuses enough to 
add Sicily to your travel list, consider joining us to this enchanted destination. 

JET VACATIONS – 2338 Immokalee Road, # 111, Naples , FL 34110 
For more information contact us at 1.855.JET.0999  e-mail: ops@jetvacations.com 



ITINERARY 
 

Day 1: OCT 16, 2023 - Departure from the USA. on your overnight flight to Sicily 
 

Day 2:  OCT 17, 2023 - Welcome to Palermo!   
Upon arrival, proceed through customs and collect your luggage. A Jet Vacations professional guide will personally greet you. Departure for a Panoramic tour of 
Palermo by deluxe coach before drop off at the hotel.  Check in followed by some free time for lunch while the rooms are getting ready.  Your Tour Manager will escort 
you through town, discovering the little shops selling delicious street food. Rest of the day at leisure.  Tonight, enjoy a welcome diner with the other group members in 
a traditional Sicilian restaurant. Overnight in Palermo. (Dinner) 
 

Day 3:  OCT 18, 2023 - Palermo /Cefalù.   
After our daily breakfast, meet our local guide for a guided tour of Palermo city center.  Explore old avenues and Arabic neighborhoods, iconic cathedrals, as well as 
the Teatro Massimo Palermo’s elegant Opera House (from outside). Your guided tour will include also a visit of the Palatine Chapel located inside the Norman Palace. 
Continue your visit with your tour manager discovering the picturesque local market featuring colored fruit vegetables and delicious street food. Late in the afternoon, 
drive to Cefalù which was founded on a hillside facing the sea near Palermo and which offers amazing view on the coast.  It retains its medieval appearance with the 
center of the town located around a Norman cathedral which was built by Roger II in the 12th century.  As a leading bishopric, there are many churches and the homes 
in the town feature interesting architectural detail and the many shops offer an array of local crafts.  Discover the beautiful long beach with fine sand right in the town.  
In the evening, enjoy dinner at local restaurant facing the blue sea. Return to Palermo after dinner. (Breakfast, Dinner)  
 

Day 4:  OCT 19, 2023: Palermo / Erice / Country Lunch & Salt Road / Palermo 
After breakfast, set out on a full day excursion, with a first stop to the hilltop town of Erice, a medieval town, built on the top of Monte San Giuliano.  It was an ancient 
settlement, predating the Middle Ages, but little remains from this period. The town features incredible city walls, fine paved streets, stone houses with decorated 
doorways, and open spaces with churches, all dating from the Middle Ages. Then we proceed to an Oil Mill and Farmhouse, locally called Baglio, Baglio Fontanasalsa, 
to experience the Sicilian traditions and have a country style lunch with simple and delicious Sicilian products that have passed from generation to generation.  Visit 
the oil mill and learn about the oil production and be greeted by a traditional Sicilian singer and enjoy some folk music and songs before lunch. In the afternoon, drive 
along saltpans and Sicilian windmills, and marvel at the dazzlingly white mountains shimmering in the sun. These are not snow-capped mountains but hills of salt, 
creating an unreal scenario of salt flats, which form a sort of immense colored chessboard that ranges from off-green to pink.  Visit the salt museum owned by private 
family producing salt for generations.  Enjoy welcome by one of the family member with explanation on how they estracted salt since years.  Return to Palermo in the 
afternoon. (Breakfast, Lunch) 
 

Day 5:  OCT 20, 2023: Palermo/  Winery / Piazza Armerina  / Siracusa 
After breakfast and check out from your hotel. Depart by private motor coach towards Siracusa who will host us for the rest of the stay. Along the way stop at the 
Regareali Estate and visit the winery and taste their exquisite wines.  Enjoy lunch in the noble villa still used by the family.  In the afternoon, stop in Piazza Armerina 
and visit the Roman Villa Villa del Casale to admire the mosaics a UNESCO heritage site of extraordinary beauty.  Arrival in Siracusa, check into your hotel and spend 
your evening at leisure. 
 

Day 6:  OCT 21, 2023: Siracusa 
Today after breakfast, set out on a full day tour of Siracusa which was founded by the Greeks from Corinth, and once the most important city in the Western World.  In 
the unique “Parco Archeologico”, marvel at the impressive ruins and the magnificent Greek Theatre.   Situated adjacent to a large Roman Coliseum and an ancient 
quarry, the Theatre is one of the biggest and best preserved in the entire Mediterranean, and it possesses such a remarkable acoustics that Caravaggio called it the 
“Orecchio de Dionisiso” (the ear of Dionysius).  Following lunch on your own, visit the beautiful island of Ortygia.  Here, amid the artistic vestiges of over 2500 years of 
history, you will walk streets once trod by Pindar, Aeschylus, Plato, Cicero and Archimedes.  Explore the Piazza Archimede, the legendary Fonte Aretusa (Fountain of 
Arethusa), and Siracusa’s historically unique Duomo. Your Tour Manager will also escort you to the traditional fish market, a feast for the eyes, one of the most 
spectacular fish market in Sicily.  Evening at leisure. (Breakfast) 
 

Day 7:  OCT 22, 2023: Taormina.   
After breakfast, board your coach and travel to Taormina.  Standing high on Monte Tauro and dominating the two grand sweeping bays below, Taormina is Sicily’s 
best-known resort and it is a strong contender for the title of most beautiful place on earth!  Taormina forms a balcony overlooking the sea, facing Mount Etna.  This 
climactic resort of worldwide reputation has a peaceful atmosphere, beautiful monuments, spectacular views and lovely gardens that invite exploration on foot.  Our 
walking tour of Taormina includes Via Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, located on the site of the Roman Forum, the Palazzo Corvala, the recently unearthed remains of an 
imperial Roman bath, and the magnificent Teatro Greco, a Roman reconstruction of an earlier Greek theatre.  From a distance, you may see Taormina to the right, Mt. 
Etna directly ahead and the Sicilian coast, the Ionian Sea and Calabria to the left - all in one spectacular sweeping view.  In the afternoon we are free to explore the 
treasures of this extraordinary town on our own. Going back to Siracusa, enjoy a very special and unique Farewell Dinner hosted by a Contessa who will personally 
welcome the group for a refined dinner in her home. (Breakfast, Dinner).   
 

Day 8:  OCT 23, 2023:  Free day or Optional Tour:  Vendicari Natural Reserve-Marzamemi & Portopalo.  
We will visit the natural reserve of Vendicari, one of the most important nature reserves in Sicily, A natural paradise. Visit to the tonnara and the adjacent museum, 
beautiful description of the “mattanza”, the ancient tuna fishing.  Stop for lunch in a charming location by the sea with tasting of local products. We visit a small charming 
village of Arabic origin: Marzamemi, one of the prettiest seaside fishing villages which until today has been keeping its original colors and shapes. If we follow the road 
south we will end up at the very southeast corner of Sicily, Portopalo di Capopassero . Capo Passero, on Sicily’s southernmost tip, is one of those outposts of Europe 
on the border with the Mediterranean and Africa.  (Breakfast). 
 

Day 09:  OCT 24, 2023: Depart Catania.   
After breakfast we depart by private motor coach to the Catania airport for our flight to US. (B) End of our services. 
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PRE-TOUR TO THE TUSCIA REGION 

 
Day 1:  OCT 13, 2023 - Departure from the USA. on your overnight flight to Italy 
 
Day 2:  OCT 14, 2023 - Welcome to Italy!  Upon arrival, proceed through customs and collect your luggage. A Jet Vacations professional guide will 
personally greet you.  Welcome for your discovery of La Tuscia region.  'La Tuscia' occupies the northern part of Lazio and is the old name for the 
present-day province of Viterbo, right in between the two prime destinations of Tuscany and Rome.  This is the homeland of the great Etruscan 
civilization.  Check in followed by some free time while the rooms are getting ready.  Tonight, enjoy a welcome diner with the other group members. 
Overnight in the Viterbo area. (Dinner) 
 
Day 3:  OCT 15, 2023:  Bolsena Lake – Civita di Bagnoregio – Montefiascone.  Enjoy breakfast at the Hotel. This morning, meet your guide and depart 
on a full day tour. Start your day visiting Civita di Bagnoregio, a secluded village accessible only by a footbridge built in 1965. Due to its isolation, the 
gradual erosion of the hill and the surrounding valley is threatening to wipe out the fraction of the so-called "dying city." The urban structure of the 
entire town is of Etruscan origin, consisting of thistles, while the entire architectural coating is of the medieval and renaissance era. Then proceed to 
explore lake Bolsena where you will stop for a traditional lunch to try the local gentle “olive oil” on traditional dishes. Transfer to Montefiascone, a city 
situated on top of a hill on the side of the crater of Lake Bolsena. Walk in the village and enjoy a guided tour of the Roman-Gothic Cathedral of St. 
Flaviano. Enjoy a wine tasting, in this winery town prior to returning to the Hotel and evening at leisure. (Breakfast, Lunch) 
 
Day 4:  OCT 16, 2023:  Caprarola & Villa Lante 16th Century Gardens and Villa.  Enjoy breakfast at the Hotel. Experience on today’s tour, some of the 
most incredible jewels of Italian 16th century architecture. Visit Palazzo Farnese at Caprarola, the incredible wonder of an aristocratic fortified 
villa/retreat. Then sample some of the best regional recipes at a local farm house. In the afternoon, proceed and visit the Villa Lante in Bagnaia, 
featuring the incredible 16th century gardens of Villa Lante which are featured among the most significant in all of Italy. The venue, studded with 
fountains and waterworks, such as the famous stepping cascade which at the time was a status symbol for powerful Italian cardinals. Evening at 
leisure. (Breakfast, Lunch) 
 
Day 5:  OCT 17, 2023: Tarquinia & flight to Palermo.  Breakfast and check out from your hotel.  One cannot leave this region without visiting the most 
important remains of the Etruscan era.  Reach the Necropolis of Tarquinia. the Etruscan capital known for its intense cultural life. Visit the amazing 
Necropolis covering more than 4 km of rough terrain. Thousands of tombs have been discovered here, and the bright colored paintings on the tombs 
have helped historian to discover secrets of Etruscan life. Enjoy a light lunch before proceeding to Rome airport for your short flight to Palermo to 
continue with your authentic discovery of Sicily. (Breakfast, Lunch) 
 
Pre-Tour program includes: 
• 3 nights in four-star accommodations in the area of Viterbo taxes and service charges are included.  
• Daily buffet breakfast, 1 dinner and 3 lunches including mineral water and wine. 
• Winery tasting and visit 
• Sightseeing and guided tours as indicated on itinerary including 
• Entrances as per program 
• English speaking local tour manager throughout tour 
• Deluxe touring coach for all transfers, tours, excursions 
• Headphones on guided tours (from 15 persons and more) 
• Baggage handling at hotels, one piece per person 
• All local taxes and service charges. City tax 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	
POST-TOUR TO MALTA 

 
Day 9:  OCT 24, 2023 - Siracusa – Catania - Malta 
After breakfast, check out and transfer to the Catania airport for your short flight to Malta.  Upon arrival, collect your luggage. A Jet Vacations 
professional guide will personally greet you and take you to the lively streets of the capital city of Valletta. Our first stop will be the Barracca 
Gardens which are built on top of the defensive bastions that surround this majestic city. These gardens, built by the Knights of St.John, 
boast breathtaking views of the Grand Harbour and the fortified Three Cities. Next, go to St John`s Co-Cathedral that brims in riches with its 
contrasting decorated interior and also holds an impressive display of Baroque art, including the acclaimed Caravaggio painting that is on 
display in the Oratory of this opulent Cathedral. Then proceed with an interesting walk where we can appreciate the capital`s buildings of 
historical importance including the Grand Master`s Palace. Reach your Hotel in St. Paul’s Bay. Check in and dinner. (Breakfast, Dinner) 
 
Day 10:  OCT 25, 2023 – Malta Medina – Marsaxlokk. 
After Breakfast at Hotel, set out on a truly relaxing excursion in and around the old capital of Malta to discover the Medieval Medina. Walk 
the streets of this medieval town known as the 'silent city' while your guide unravels its rich history. Discover the secretive narrow winding 
streets to discover its dwarfed doorways, till you reach the city's bastions from where a stunning almost 360 degrees panoramic view of the 
island can be seen.  The tour continues with a visit to the Dingli cliffs, known as the highest cliffs on the island. From here, you can look out 
to the island of Filfla.. We then proceed to the serene bay of Marsaxlokk, the main fishing village in Malta. One cannot miss all the “luzzus”, 
which are the typical Maltese fishing boats, lined across the bay in their traditional colors that complement the ever-popular open-air market 
that is held daily along the promenade. Evening at leisure (Breakfast) 
 
Day 11:  OCT 26, 2023 - Malta at Leisure 
After breakfast spend the day at leisure today to relax and enjoy the beautiful beaches. We recommend an excursion by boat to visit the 
amazing Blue Grotto. (Breakfast) 
 
Day 12:  OCT 27, 2023 - Gozo 
After breakfast, we depart today for a special excursion, a unique way to see Malta's sister island, the natural and serene island of Gozo. 
After a mere 20-minute ferry crossing, you set foot on Gozo and you will notice that, although the islands are very similar, you can feel a 
sense of tranquility and harmony that is hard to match anywhere else. Our day starts at the megalithic temples of Ggantijja, known to be the 
oldest freestanding temples in the world, followed by the ramparts of the capital Victoria, the fortified City that dominates the island. As we 
approach sunset, we drive down to Dwejra where we capture the last rays of light as the sun disappears beyond the horizon and the remaining 
dark blues of the seas turn to an inky black. Ferry back to Malta and enjoy a lovely farewell dinner. (Breakfast, Dinner) 
 
Day 13:  OCT 28, 2023 – Departure Day 
After buffet breakfast, depart from the hotel to the airport for the flight back home. (Breakfast) 

 
Price includes: 

• 4 nights in four-star centrally located Hotel, Hotel Seashells Resort or similar 4*- Hotel taxes and service charges are included.  
• Buffet breakfast daily, 2 dinners including ½ mineral water and a glass of wine 
• Sightseeing and guided tours as indicated on itinerary 
• Entrances as per program 
• English speaking local tour manager throughout tour 
• Deluxe touring coach for all transfers, tours, excursions.  
• Round trip ferry for Gozo 
• Headphones on guided tours (with 15 passengers or more) 
• Baggage handling at hotels, one piece per person 
• All local taxes and service charges. City tax 
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RESERVATION FORM: JET VACATIONS:    SICILY  OCT 16 - 24, 2023 LEAD # 4533  
: 

TSA SECURE FLIGHT REQUIREMENT:  PLEASE SUBMIT NAMES EXACTLY AS THEY APPEAR ON PASSPORTS 

Passenger 1: ______________________ _________________________ __________________________________  Date of Birth:____________ □M / F□ 
     First Name   Middle Name    Last Name 

Passport #: ________________________  Country of Issue: _____________  Date issued: ______________  Expiration date: ____________________ 
 

Passenger 2: ______________________ _________________________ ___________________________________ Date of Birth:____________ □M / F□ 
        First Name   Middle Name    Last Name 

 
Passport #: ________________________  Country of Issue: ___________________ Date issued: _______________ Expiration date: ____________________ 
 
Street Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: ______________________________________ State: __________________  Zip: ______________________   Country: ________________ 
 
Email Address: _____________________________  Phone #: ________________ Cell Phone#: _______________  Known Traveler: #1:__________ 
 
Email Address 2: ___________________________  Phone # 2: _______________ Cell Phone# 2: ______________  Known Traveler: #2:__________ 
 

□ DOUBLE ROOM reservation: US$ 3,649 per person  □ single room at a supplement (Add US$ 499 for single supplement - limited availability) 
□ Optional Vendicari Natural reserve – Day 8:  $99. Per person (Minimum 15 participants to operate) 
□ Optional PRE-Tour to TUSCIA: $1049 DBL ($279 SGL supp) □ Optional POST-Tour to MALTA: $1249 DBL (279 SGL supp)  

 

I am rooming with: ________________________________ I am traveling with: ________________________________ 
 

Notes (Diet, optional tours, airline upgrade, etc.): _________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PAYMENT: Deposit: A $ 600** per person fully refundable deposit is required to reserve the space. Final payment amount to Jet Vacations (see address below) is due by Feb 3, 2022.  
and I authorize Jet Vacations LLC to charge my credit card on the final payment day. Reservations and room availability are based on a first come, first served basis. 
By registering on this tour, I agree, accept and abide to the general terms and conditions and the cancellation terms as outlined on our web site at 
www.jetvacations.com. 

I want Trip Cancellation & Interruption Insurance: CLICK HERE (http://www.travelinsured.com/agency?agency=53216) 
 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION (FULL TERMS & CONDITIONS AND CANCELLATION TERMS ARE AVAILABLE AT WWW.JETVACATIONS.COM) 
Passenger Cancellation Policies: No charges other than the non-refundable initial service 
fee/deposit are levied for individual passengers canceling up to 121 days prior to the commencement 
of Jet Vacations LLC services. However, services which have been prepaid by Jet Vacations LLC on 
behalf of individual clients maybe non- refundable, non-exchangeable, non-changeable and/or 
maybe subject to a cancellation- change fee (e.g. theater tickets, Train tickets, Airline Tickets, Event 
Tickets, Passes, Entrance fees etc.).  
Full cancellation: Failing to pay the contractual deposits (other than the initial non- refundable service 
fee / deposit) constitutes a cancellation. In the event of non- compliance with the payment due dates, 
Jet Vacations LLC shall have the right to demand the Customer to immediately pay the outstanding 
balance. Payment shall then be received by Jet Vacations LLC within eight days as of the date of Jet 
Vacations LLC’s written request. Should payment not be received within this time limit, the group stay 
shall be deemed to be canceled by the Customer. In the event of full cancellation of the agreement 
by the Customer, which is not justified by Jet Vacations LLC’s failure to meet its obligations, 
cancellation penalties shall be invoiced & calculated as follows:  
- 30 days after reservation: A service fee of $300 becomes non-refundable. 
- Initial service fee/deposit**: non-refundable up to 120 days prior departure. 
- From 120 to 91 days prior departure: 50% penalty of the total cost per person  
- From 90 to 61 days prior departures: 75% penalty of the total cost per person 
- From 60 days to day of departure & no show: 100% penalty of total cost per person.  
If a passenger cancellation creates a change in the price schedule, the tour price will be revised 
based on the remaining number of participants. A passenger becoming a single as a result of a 
partner’s cancellation must pay the single supplement.  
Itinerary variation: We will make every effort to operate all tours as advertised. Situations beyond Jet 
Vacations’ responsibility may arise, voluntarily or involuntarily, that require changes or exceptions in 
the service dates, airport of departure, the itinerary, air and land arrangements, hotels, trains or cruise 
ports of call. On dates including, but not limited to religious holidays and national celebrations, some 
monuments and sites may be closed. National monuments and tourist sites regularly undergo 
renovations, which can obscure the monument's view. Occasionally, during holidays and certain 
periods, and/or due to unforeseen circumstances as listed (but not limited to) in our RELEASE FROM 
LIABILITY section below, there may be changes, sometimes months prior departure, sometimes after 
arrival, affecting the sequence of the tour, locations visited and/or hotels / cruise ships. Therefore, on 
these occasions, your trip and/or touring itineraries may be amended to reflect these closures and 
We reserve the right to make such modifications and substitute conveyances/hotels/cruise ships and 
any other sites or services as deemed necessary, adjust the sequence and/or substitute any 
hotels/cruise ships and any other sites or services with others of similar category. In such cases there 
will be no cost adjustment. No tour will be canceled due to renovations or closures. Jet Vacations 
LLC will decide based on the conditions whether to amend an itinerary.  
Postponing of a tour by Jet Vacations: As clearly mentioned in our GENERAL PROVISIONS below, 
Jet Vacations LLC seeks to provide services as published or stated in the final Passenger documents. 
But conditions, events (as listed below in the RELEASE FROM LIABILITY section but not limited to) 
may affect travel arrangements, planned tours, cruises, itineraries or any other aspects of the travel 
experience, making traveling to a location (including but not limited to countries, cities, sites, etc..), 
tour or cruise routes unsafe for traveling / navigation or in other respects, raise sufficient doubt about 
safety. In these unforeseen circumstances beyond Jet Vacations’ responsibility, Jet Vacations LLC 
reserves the right to postpone a trip and make date modifications along with substitutions on airlines 
/ conveyances / hotels / cruise ships and any other sites or services as deemed necessary as well 

as adjust the sequence and/or substitute any hotels/cruise ships and any other sites or services with 
others of similar category. In the event that it becomes necessary or advisable, or for any reason 
whatsoever to postpone a trip, such alterations may be made and Jet Vacations LLC will decide 
based on the conditions whether to postpone a trip. Passenger understands that depending on the 
gravity of the situation, the postponing of a tour may result in several days / months / years delay. 
Such changes and/or the postponing of a trip will not entitle Passenger to any credit or a refund. NO 
REFUNDS WILL BE POSSIBLE DURING A TRIP POSTPONEMENT PASSENGERS PAID FUNDS 
WOULD HAVE ALREADY ALLOCATED AND PAID TO MULTIPLE SUPPLIERS TO SECURE THE 
FUTURE TRIP. Jet Vacations LLC may offer an alternate choice to the Group Participant and this in 
addition to the new postponed trip. In such cases there will be no cost adjustment. No trip will be 
deemed canceled due to the Postponement of a trip. In the event of a Postponement of a trip, FULL 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS as well as CANCELATION POLICIES STILL APPLY. Additional 
expenses for postponing due to circumstances beyond the control of Jet Vacations, if any, shall be 
borne by the Passenger; conversely, refund will be made to the Passenger if any savings is effected 
thereby.  
Tour Cancelation by Jet Vacations: We reserve the right to cancel the entire trip (or any component 
of the trip) for any reason and/or time. In this event, our liability, if any, shall be limited to and liquidated 
by refunding to each prospective Passenger the payments made.  
ASSUMPTION OF RISK: By booking a trip with Jet Vacations LLC, I, Passenger, am aware that 
travel such as that I am undertaking involves hazardous activities, with a risk of illness, exposure to 
viruses, injury or death which may be caused by forces of nature, animals, insects or flora, the 
negligence of Jet Vacations LLC, our agents, employees, officers, directors, associates, affiliated 
companies, guides, group leaders, and subcontractors, or other persons and companies known or 
unknown, or of willful or criminal conduct of third parties. I am aware that weather conditions may be 
severe, adverse and/or unpleasant. I am also aware that medical services or facilities may not be 
readily available or accessible during some or all of the time during which I am participating on the 
trip. In order to partake of the enjoyment and excitement of this trip I am willing to accept the risks 
and uncertainty involved as being an integral part of my adventure. I hereby accept and assume full 
responsibility for any and all risks of illness, exposure to viruses, injury or death and of the negligence 
of Jet Vacations LLC and agree to hold harmless and release Jet Vacations LLC our agents, 
employees, officers, directors, associates, affiliated companies, guides, group leaders, and 
subcontractors, from claims of third-party negligence.  I, Passenger, understand the physical 
requirements of the activity in which I will be participating, and I currently have no known physical, 
medical or mental condition which would impair my ability to participate in this tour or my safety in 
this activity, and I am willing to assume all risks that may be created, directly or indirectly, by any 
such condition. I hereby authorize Jet Vacations LLC or the local ground handler or others to arrange 
for any emergency medical treatment and hospitalization as may be necessary for me because of 
participation in this activity without my further consent. 
YOU HEREBY EXPRESSLY ASSUME ALL OF THESE RISKS AND DANGERS, AND YOU 
HEREBY EXPRESSLY AGREE TO FOREVER RELEASE, DISCHARGE AND HOLD US, AND OUR 
AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, ASSOCIATES, AFFILIATED COMPANIES, 
GUIDES, GROUP LEADERS, AND SUBCONTRACTORS HARMLESS AGAINST ANY AND ALL 
LIABILITY, ACTIONS, CAUSES OF ACTIONS, SUITS, CLAIMS, AND DEMANDS OF ANY AND 
EVERY KIND AND NATURE WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU NOW HAVE OR WHICH MAY 
HEREAFTER ARISE OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THESE RISKS AND DANGERS. I, 

PASSENGER, RELEASE JET VACATIONS LLC FROM ITS OWN NEGLIGENCE AND ASSUME 
ALL RISK THEREOF. 
RELEASE FROM LIABILITY: Jet Vacations LLC., its owners, shareholders, directors, officers, 
employees and affiliates, (collectively "Jet Vacations LLC") does not own or operate any entity which 
is to or does provide goods or services for its trips including, for example, ownership or control over 
hotels, or other lodging facilities, airline, cruise ships/vessel, bus, van or other transportation 
companies, local ground operators, providers or organizers of optional excursions or equipment used 
thereon, food service, restaurants or entertainment providers, etc. All such persons and entities are 
independent contractors. As a result, Jet Vacations LLC is not liable for any negligent or willful act or 
failure to act of any such person or entity, or of any other third party. Without limitation, Jet Vacations 
LLC is not responsible for any injury, loss, or damage to person or property, death, delay or 
inconvenience in connection with the provision of any goods or services occasioned by or resulting 
from, but not limited to, acts of God, acts of government, force majeure, natural disasters, power 
shortage or failures, fires, inclement weather, acts of war or civil commotion, acts of restrictions by 
governmental agencies, political unrest, insurrection or revolt, kidnappings and ransom, strikes or 
other labor disruptions or activities, criminal or terrorist activities of any kind, or the threat thereof, 
bankruptcy and insolvencies, overbooking or downgrading of accommodations, structural or other 
defective conditions in hotels, cruise ships or other lodging facilities, mechanical or other failure of 
airplanes, vessels, vehicles or other means of transportation or for any failure of any transportation 
mechanism to arrive or depart timely or safely, dangers associated with attacks or bites from animals, 
pests or insect born illness, marine life or vegetation of any sort, dangers incident to recreational 
activities such as swimming, kayaking, sailing, canoeing, rafting, hiking, walking, running, bicycling, 
etc., sanitation problems, food poisoning, lack of access to or quality of medical care, difficulty in 
evacuation in case of a medical or other emergency, illness, epidemics, pandemics or the threat 
thereof, water level rising or dropping, high altitude sickness or for any other cause beyond the direct 
control of Jet Vacations LLC. In addition, I, Passenger, release Jet Vacations LLC from its own 
negligence and assume all risk thereof.  
KNOWING AND VOLUNTARY EXECUTION: I, Passenger, have carefully read these Terms and 
Conditions, Releases from liability and the booking information sections of this Passenger Agreement 
document, and fully understand its contents and certify that I am 18 years of age or older. I am aware 
that this is a release of liability and a contract between myself and Jet Vacations LLC and agree of 
my own free will. By registering on a Jet Vacations’ travel program, I agree to these Travel Terms & 
Conditions and Passenger Agreement and Jet Vacations LLC’s Release from Liability, Assumption 
of Risk and Compulsory Arbitration Clause for myself, each member of my traveling party and any 
minor children accompanying me. 
JET VACATIONS LLC is registered with the State of Florida as a Seller of Travel. Registration No. 
ST40436, and with the State of California CST #2111829-40. Trip operated by: JET VACATIONS 
LLC 
 
SEND THIS FORM TO: JET VACATIONS 
FAX  +1 212-986-3808   Email: ops@jetvacations.com  

 

□Amex □Discover □Visa  □MasterCard □Checks 
 

MANDATORY: Signature__________________________________□ I agree to Jet Vacations’ terms & conditions & cancellation terms 
 

PROTECT YOUR SENSITIVE DATA AND BOOK YOUR TRIP SECURELY ONLINE AT:  
 https://www.groupminder.com/internet/resEvt.cfm?cstId=90&evtId=471&entType=2&entId=46 

Checks payable to: 
JET VACATIONS LLC 
2338 Immokalee Road 
Suite 111 
Naples, FL 34110 


